
Tongue Tie Procedure Scheduling 
 

 

Welcome to Agave Pediatrics! 
We are so happy that you chose Agave Pediatrics to evaluate and treat your child for a 
possible tongue tie. We understand that you may have questions about this process. 
Agave Pediatrics follows a well-established protocol for scheduling a consultation, the 
surgery and post surgery follow up.  

 
Please, email our tongue tie coordinator Tammy Jo for 
scheduling questions at: twheaton@agavepediatrics.com  
She is available during office hours, Monday thru Friday.  
If you have questions about the procedure, health concerns affecting you or your child 
due to tongue tie, healing after the procedure, or any other tongue tie related issue, 
please know that we are here for you.  

 

• Procedure is scheduled ASAP depending on need, insurance and 
availability. 

• Procedure can be done within 1-4 days in most cases after a consult. 

• Procedure will be done same day, if patient lives out of area (over 1.5 
hour) and no authorization is required for the procedure.  
 
If there are significant feeding issues or your therapist contacts our 
office, we MAY consider doing procedure same day 
 
 

• We schedule post tongue tie follow up about 2 weeks after 
procedure. 

• Based on how feeding issues are going we will recommend when the 
follow up will take place.   

• If a lip tie is present and no tongue tie revision is needed, we may 
perform a lip tie frenectomy on this day. So, if your child has a lip tie** 
that needs a release, we will  schedule your follow up about 3 weeks 
from tongue tie release so we can perform  it on the day of the follow 
up if it is needed. 
 

**In special cases, we will do a lip tie frenectomy before the follow up if the 
patient is having weight gain issues, lip blisters, or any other feeding 
complications. 

 
Labial (Lip)  frenectomy does not require a follow up unless complications 

arise. 
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Consultation notes will be sent to the referring provider if requested. 


